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MOUNT FUJI CLIMB 
By Ira L. Spring 

In my opinion 12,388-ft. Mount Fuji is the 
world's most beautiful mountain. Some moun-
tains give the feeling of rugged beauty, awe, or 
the desire to conquer, but the symmetrical sides 
of Mount Fuji convey the feeling of perfection 
and tranquility, a feeling of being at ease with 
your fellow man and your God, whoever it may 
be. From early times, Fuji has been the object 
of religious worship. The members of Fujiko, a 
Shinto sect founded in the 17th century still 
make regular pilgrimages to the top. 

Of all the major mountains in the world, 
Mount Fuji is the most climbed. Somewhere be-
tween 100,000-200,000 people reach the summit 
each year. 

In a mountaineer's vocabulary it is a "hands 
in the pocket mountain." However, the mountain 
has all the weather hazards of a high mountain 
and a sudden snowstorm or freezing rain can 
turn a summer day into a nightmare. The moun-
tain is high enough that most sea level dwellers 
find breathing hard long before they reach the 
summit. 

Mount Fujiyama is a misnomer of the western 
world. Fuji is the name and yama means moun-
tain, so either it should be called Mount Fuji or 
just Fujiyama. Whatever it is called, the world 
associates the mountain as.  a symbol of Japan. It 
is the pride of the Japanese people and their  

ambition is to climb the mountain at least once 
during their lifetime. 

There are six trails to the summit of the 
mountain. Along the trails are located a total of 
ninety mountain huts. These ait2 small hotels 
furnishing food and a place to sleep. Each trail 
is divided into nine stations and the mountain 
huts are generally grouped around one of the 
stations. The 1st Station is the start of the trail 
and 9th Station is the summit. 

For religious or financial reasons, some start 
their climb from 1st Station. The majority ride 
to 5th Station at the 7,000-ft. level on a modern 
cement highway (Mount Fuji Toll Road) and 
climb the Funatsu Trail. 

The climbers carry five-foot walking sticks 
and, for a few yen, they are branded at each 
station along the climbing route. They make a 
useful souvenir and are proof that one has 
reached at least to where the brand shows. 

Horses are used to carry supplies to the 9,000-
foot level. From there the trail becomes too 
steep. Porters, called "gorikis," relay heavy loads 
of supplies to the higher hotels. Even the heavy 
wooden beams for the buildings were carried by 
these men. 

I had often heard that Fuji was a garbage 
dump for litterbugs. It is true that 100,000 
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Pat, John, and Vicky Spring passing through torii at 7th Station on Mt. Fuji. 
Bob & Ira Spring Photo 

 

people drop a lot of tin cans and candy wrappers 
along the trail, but I hate to think what a com-
parable trail in America would look like after 
that many hikers had passed by. The Japanese 
people are aware of their litterbug problem and 
at the beginning of each summer large volunteer 
organizations conduct massive cleanup drives 
from the top of the mountain to the bottom. 
Signs along the trail ask travelers not to littex• 
their beautiful mountain. As many American 
tourists and military personnel climb the moun-
tain, some of these signs are in English. 

We were fortunate enough to climb the moun-
tain twice. Our first trip was in September 
shortly after the climbing season was officially 
over. On the way we visited the beautiful Sengen 
Shrine at Fuji-Yoshida where religious pilgrims 
ask for strength and protection to make the 
climb. The Yoshida Trail starts at the Shrine's 
torii and passes through a dark forest of cedar 
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trees to the 200-year-old shrine. This trail was 
once the most popular climbing route until the 
toll road by-passed it five miles to the west. 

Our Fujiyama adventure started when my 
work as a photographer took my family (my 
wife, Pat, and two children, John and Vicky) 
and I to Japan for a year. We rented a small 
Japanese-style house on Lake Yamanaka where 
we ate, worked, and slept on the floor. During 
the cold winter months we huddled around a 
small oil stove. During the frequent storms our 
house would rock and cold wind blew papers off 
my low table. However, to compensate for any 
discomfort, there was a lake for ice skating and 
a beautiful view of Fujiyama which rose directly 
across the lake from our house. No telephone 
wires or foothills marred the scenery as the lake 
was literally perched at the 3,000-foot level on 
the side of the mountain. We employed a won-
derful Japanese girl, Yoshi Nishihara, who acted 



Tengu masks at Komztoke Festival at 5th Station on Mt. Fuji. 
Bob & Ira Spring Photo 

as interpreter and guide and led us up Fuji. 
We started our climb at the almost deserted 

5th Station. On the trail, the huts were boarded 
up for the winter and a sprinkling of new snow 
covered the top half of the mountain. At the 
summit a few stragglers like ourselves braved 
the bitter cold wind that stirred up a storm of 
drifting snow, flying pumice and volcanic ash. 
Even though we were dressed in our winter 
mountaineering clothes, we were happy to leave 
the tempest. 

We returned to the mountain the next summer 
for the Komitake Festival which is held at Fuji-
Yoshida's Sengen Shrine the evening of June 
30th and at 5th Station at the 7,000-foot level 
early the next morning. This festival marks the 
opening of the new climbing season. Masked 
dancers and exotic music highlight the Festival 
at Fuji-Yoshida City while at 5th Station the 
Festival becomes quite boisterous as participants  

carry a heavy portable shrine a half mile up the 
Funatsu Trail. 

Imagine my surprise when my wife, Pat, 
pointed to two masked men and asked if I recog-
nized them. Of course I didn't, but then, of 
course, I did! The clothes and long legs under 
two fierce looking Tengu masks could only be-
long to John and Vicky. A couple of participants 
had switched places with our children. 

After we had watched the Festival, it was too 
late to climb the mountain in daylight and the 
weather was turning bad, so we spent the night 
in a mountain hut at 7th Station, an elevation of 
about 10,000 feet. Even in this rugged and cold 
surrounding one follows the Japanese custom of 
removing shoes, and we entered the building in 
stocking feet. The one large room was heated by 
an open charcoal cooking fire. The hut was small 
and cozy and the meal of fresh eggs, rice, soup 
and tea were good. The employees were very 

to page 8, please 
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Climbers on Funatsu Trail disappearing into a cloup cap. 

At 7th Station hotel on Mt. Fuji. Bob & Ira Spring Photos 
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College girl working at hotel, 7th Station on Mt. Fuji. Bob 8, Ira Spring Photo 



Bob & Ira Spring Photo 
-Carrying a portable shrine during Komitoke Festival at 5th Station on Mt. Fuji. 

friendly and tried their high school English on 
my wife. We knelt on the floor at a low table 
while a charming college girl brought our dinner. 
The manager told us the hut had been operated 
by his family for over 200 years. Of course, it 
had been rebuilt several times and had a new 
look. 

It was dark enough after dinner to look down 
on the lights of the villages at the foot of the 
mountain, and off in the distance we could see 
the lights of Tokyo. To avoid the heat of the day, 
many climb at night and their flashlights made 
a zig-zag pattern on the slopes below. 

Our bed was a hard mat on the floor covered 
by a heavy blanket, but we quickly drifted to 
sleep with the roar of the wind and soft mur-
murs of people. All night long the scrape of boots 
and tap of walking sticks could be heard outside 
our window as climbers passed the hut. When 
we went to bed there were less than twenty in 
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the hotel, but by morning there were over 200 
as late climbers caught a few hours sleep and/or 
a refreshing cup of hot green tea. 

Most of the climbers were up at the first sign 
of daylight. The ultimate, to a Japanese, is to 
witness a sunrise from the top of Mount Fuji. 
Unfortunately, that morning the sun was hidden 

by a huge cloud cap that blanketed the top of 
the mountain. 

We continued our climb after a hot breakfast. 
By this time many of the climbers had been to 
the top and were already starting down. We 
caught up with 75-year-old Takeharu Nakashima, 
a Tokyo businessman. We found Mr. Nakashima 
in a small trail-side shrine at 8th Station (about 
11,000 feet elevation). He was a Fujiko and 
dressed in the traditional white costume of a 
religious pilgrim. This was his fortieth ascent of 
the mountain. He pointed out a stone plaque 
commemorating several men who had made over 



High school girls on fogbound summit of Mt. Fuji. 
Bob & Ira Spring Photo 

100 climbs of Fuji. 
I set my pack down while I took a picture. I 

was engrossed in a possible break in the clouds 
and didn't see my pack start to roll. The moun-
tain is so symmetrical that once anything starts 
rolling, it doesn't stop until it reaches the bottom. 
A hundred feet below, a college boy caught the 
pack in a flying leap that sent him sprawling. I 
know the fall must have hurt, but he smilingly 
assured me it didn't. 

Near the summit, the trail climbed into a 
swirling mist. When there was no place higher 
to go, we knew we were on top. We walked around 
the crater and although the circumference is 
only one-half mile, it seemed much farther when 
groping in the fog. We stopped at the ranger 
station and looked in the small hospital. The 
Ranger, Matkot Sasaki, pointed out that as many 
as 15,000 people climb the mountain on a single 
day and some are bound to get sick. We walked  

past the weather station where radar was being 
installed to warn of typhoons approaching Japan. 
The weather station is operated all year. 

Before leaving the top, there were brief 
moments of clearing when we could see the 
bottom of the crater 700 feet down and an even 
briefer glimpse of the ocean twenty miles to the 
east. By the time I focused my camera the 
"glimpses" were curtained again in swirling mist. 

We passed through Fuji's "Ginza," a row of 
buildings named after Tokyo's famous shopping 
district. On the Ginza there are stores, restau-
rants, a shrine, post office, and police box all 
located along the narrow crater rim. 

There is a special down trail. While the 'uphill 
trail switchbacks up the mountainside, the down-
hill trail goes straight down a soft pumice slope. 
Along with many others, we left a wake of dust 
as we slipped and slid down the mountain in a 
fourth of the time it took us to climb up. 
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A "Goriki" passes 

7th Station on Mt. Fuji. "Gorikis" 

or porters relay heavy loads 

of suuplies to the higher 

hotels. 

Climbing Mt. Fuji in fog. Tokyo group of 

several hundred keep contact by radio. 



Bob & Ira Spring Photos 
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Members of Fuji/so sect making a pilgrim-

age to top of Mt. Fuji. 

75-year-old 

Takeharu Nakashima, a Tokyo 

businessman and member of Fuji/so sect 

making his 40th ascent of 

Mt. Fuji. 
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• A young 

Shinto priest at shrine on summit 

of Mt. Fuji. 

c77 

Mt. Fuji summit crater. Weather station on top. 



Branding walking 

stick on summit of Mt. Fuji. 

Bob & Ira Spring Photos 

Ira Spring family and interpreter have 

tea—Japanese style. 
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Upper left: Morning after a bivouac. No Place 
for a hangover. Photo by Dale Johnson. 

Lower left: Looking straight down past foot 

in stirrup to Roskosz, Broadway and Mills 
Glacier. Photo by Layton Kor. 

Right: Telephoto from Mount Lady Washington. 

Kor above, belays Roskosz on the Yellow 
Wall Route. Photo by John Krimmell 

The Summer of the Diamond 
By Verne Huser 

The Diamond is a thousand-foot wall on the 

east face of Longs Peak in Rocky Mountain 

National Park, Colorado. It lies entirely above 

13,000 feet and is nearly vertical (part of it 

overhangs for several hundred feet). Thus, it is 

a high altitude climb as well as a high angle 

climb of the first magnitude. It was first climbed 

in 1960. 

Since Robert Kamps and David Rearick put up 

their initial route on the sheer east face in early 

August of that year, the Diamond has been 

climbed—not frequently, but it has been climbed. 

Layton Kor, Boulder, Colorado, King of the 

Diamond (he's been up it three times by differ-

ent routes, two of which he established), and 

Charles Roskosz pioneered a new route in mid-

August, 1962, on the Yellow Wall, far to the left 

of the Kamps-Rearick Route (Ace of Diamonds 

or D-I). 
The following summer Kor teamed with Royal 

Robbins to climb the Diamond twice in ten days, 

first repeating the D-I climb, then putting up 

a new route to the right of D-I called Jack of 

Diamonds. 
The fifth climb of the Diamond—and the last 

successful attempt until the summer of '66- 
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was the Robert Boucher-Pat Ament Grand Trav-

erse in mid-August, 1964. This fourth route, 

which lies between D-I and the Yellow Wall 

route and which follows Kor's route part of the 

way, is the longest of the Diamond routes. 

Several other attempts have been made in-

cluding three during the poor climbing season 

of 1965 when winter conditions prevailed on the 

peak most of the summer. Four attempts in July 

of 1966—two by Mike Covington and John Martz 

and two by Pat Ament and Tom Fender—were 

also unsuccessful. 

Then in late July Bob Culp and Wayne Goss, 

both of Boulder, teamed up to make the third 

ascent of D-I. 
On Saturday, July 30, Culp and Goss hiked to 

Chasm Lake, climbed the North Chimney, and 

bivouaced on Broadway. They were on their way 

up the Kamps-Rearick route shortly after sun-

rise the next morning. By 8 A.M. they were at 

the overhang two leads below the Ramp. At noon 

Culp was sitting on the Ramp belaying Goss up 

the crack above the overhang. Goss led the sixth 

pitch (above the Ramp), and belaying from 

slings, brought Culp up just as a minor storm 

hit the peak a glancing blow. 
to page 24, please 





1 R,380' 

East Face of Longs Peak 
Modified from charts by Gerald Clarke and Warren Gorre 

A Alexanders Traverse, C Cable Route, D The Diamond, K Kiener's easiest route, L Lambs Slide, M Mills 
"Glacier," N Notch, NB North Broadway, NC North Chimney, NF North Face, S Stettners Ledges, SB South Broad-
way, W Window, Z Zumies Thumb. 

Routes ABOVE Broadway from left to right. 

Zumies Buttress, Zumies Couloir, Thumb, Eighth, foes Solo, Notch Couloir, Notch Chimnies (Kieners), Broadway 
Cut-off, Schobingers Cracks, Window, Obelisk, Yellow Wall, Grand Traverse, Diamond I, Jack of Diamonds, Chasm View, 
Chasm Cut-off. 



ing Climbing Routes 
with additional in formation supplied by many climbers. 

Photo from "Longs Peak — Its Story and a Climbing Guide" by Paul W. Nesbit 

Routes BELOW Broadway from left to right. 
Glacier Ridge (Kieners) Lambs Slide, Glendennings Arete, Alexander's, Kors Door, Malanders Passage, Tight 

Squeeze, Stettners Ledges, Striped Wall, Big Bear, Diagonal Direct, Diagonal with Long Dihedral, Gray Pillar, Shining 
Slab, Weedings Detour, Fields Chimney, Craigs Crack, Overhang Dihedral, Crack of Delight, North Chimney, Near North, 
Eclipse, Zig Zags, Invisible Wall, Tip Toe, Big Toe, Red Wall, Directissimo. 

Arrows show where routes are hidden behind ridges. Dashes show easiest routes. Larger dots were bivouacs. The 
upper part of Kieners is called the Staircase. To its left are Little Notch and ,Step Ladder. 





"Directissma" on 

the east face of Stanley Peak. 

STANLEY PEAK 
By Nick Ellena 

My plans for a leisurely tourist-type tour up 
one or two Canadian Rocky peaks with Heinz 
Kahl of Kimberly, last summer were quickly 
dashed. With a suddenness that is still bewilder-
ing, I found myself on the morning of July 22 
balancing on the shaky lower lip of the berg-
schrund on the east face of Stanley Peak, wonder-
ing how in the world Heinz had managed to step 

across onto the steep slope above. 
The avalanche cone fanned out below the apex 

that reached the bergschrund at my feet. Ice 
bulged out above, to my eyes at least, ridiculously 
steep. Above the ice, I knew, was the long snow 
face. 

Here and there, from time to time, I had 
negotiated some steep ice and snow pitches, but 
nothing like the 1,500 feet that traced an unbro-
ken line from schrund to Stanley Peak's summit 
at 10,351 feet. 

I remembered this was my 39th birthday, as 
the glacier gave an ominous "whump," like a 
monster belching; the lower lip settled several 
inches and I had no trouble thinking of other 
places where I would rather have celebrated it. 

Several weeks' vacation and the veteran Volks-
wagen had taken me from home in Oroville, 
Calif., to Banff where Heinz and I had arranged 
by letter to meet. We had not seen each other 
since 1962. In the interim I learned of the impres-
sive list of climbs he was piling up. In a burst of 
climbing enthusiasm, Heinz had given up the 
routine of guiding up familiar peaks in order to 
"make the climbs I like, for a change." 

"I've got something good for us," Heinz says, 
almost as we are still shaking hands. The familiar 
lump settles in my throat. 

"Oh, no! Not the north face of Temple," I say. 

"Why not?" He says. He has studied the face 
closely and has found a route other climbers 
might have missed. It involves a long traverse 
high up but most of it is protected from the ice 
cliffs above. He is sure the summit ice field can 
be reached from the end of the traverse. 

No! I will not go. That is final. Me on the 
north face of Temple? Ha! Ha! Know any more 
jokes? Finally Heinz, in the face of implacable 
cowardice, accepts defeat. His face is long. He 
has counted on this climb. But the face lights up 
again. He has another climb in mind. Not as long 
as Temple. And it never has been done either. A 
beautiful, direct snow climb. His hands gesture 
as if they are describing a woman. The longest 
continuous snow and ice face in the Rockies 
excepting Robson, he says. It is steep but we can 
handle it. The weather is right. Why not go and 
have a look? Come on, why not? 

Heinz is persuasive. Also, it is not pleasant to 
chicken out. I cannot do it twice in a row. I agree 
to "go have a look." 

Most of the face is visible from the Banff-
Radium Highway west of Eisenhower Junction. 
The icefall of the Stanley Glacier promises little 
trouble. The angle steepens below the berg-
schrund and the cliffs on each side pinch in the 
face so that the ice directly above it bulges out 
in a blackish bubble. This obviously will be a 
crux of the climb. Through the monocular we 
see an avalanche trough, like a white coal chute, 
etched down the center of the face above the 
schrund. 

Beyond the ice bulge the face sweeps cleanly 
up, passing between rock outcroppings, marred 
only by a peculiar wrinkle of cornice on the left 
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side, two-thirds of the way up to the summit 
ridge. A perpendicular line from schrund to 
summit. As Heinz says, "A direttissima. A 
beautiful route." 

The following day is July 21. The trail from the 
road has a sign reading, "Stanley Glacier. 31/4  
miles," as I still cling to my illusion that we are 
only going "to have a look." 

"That's right," Heinz says, condescendingly. I 
know it isn't. 

Camp at the head of the valley is pleasant. A 
little oasis. Trees, moss, running water, cleanly 
filtered. An island of green in a chaos of talus 
with the lower cliffs of Stanley Peak walling the 
west side. A hanging overflow of Stanley Glacier 
over the south end of the valley offers possible 
access to the ice. After dinner, however, we 
choose to explore the scree ledge running north 
above the first band of cliffs. Around a corner, 
a short rock scramble and easy ledges lead to the 
glacier. This is the way. Above, the mountain 
does not look intimidating. 

"We'll be at the bergschrund at 7 a.m.," Heinz 
says with finality. 

We leave the pack with the climbing gear and 
tomorrow's lunch near the ice and start back 
leisurely for camp. The face's compressed steep-
ness offers promise. So does Heinz' optimism. 
I am ashamed of my previous doubts. 

Crampons are strapped on at 6 a.m. The 
glacier tongue is bare ice. I answer Heinz that I 
do not need a rope here. The ice is good for 
cramponing but it steepens quickly. Soon ankles 
must bend out at a fatiguing angle in order to 
let all the crampon points bite in. Finally I start 
to cut a step. 

"Why don't you use the pick side? Heinz says. 
"Like this." 

Two blows and he has a step. 
Stupid! I silently berate myself. You should 

have known that. I turn the axe and cut a step. 
Care is needed here. There is no checking a 
serious slip and the climb could end right now. 
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After several hundred feet the angle eases. 
A snow slope leads past crevasses to several ice 
cliffs cutting across the glacier. We put on the 
rope in case of covered crevasses. We near the 
cliffs that are in reality large transverse crevas-
ses descending in steps. We find a way up behind 
the last one where we indulge in a short, second 
breakfast. 9:30. What's happened to the time? 

A pleasant stroll in the warming sun toward 
the avalanche cone. It angles up, 40 to 45 degrees 
(all estimates are Heinz') to the bergschrund. 
The snow debris is good for kicking steps. We 
move together. Eyes begin to flick upward un-
easily ears strain to seek out sounds of falling 
things. Anything coming down would be chan-
neled into the trough and we are moving into the 
line of fire. A large slab of ice directly above 
seems to be attached to the mountain only by its 
right edge and it gives particular concern. There 
is a report of cracking ice somewhere above. We 
tense and wait but nothing comes down. 

"You think this is justified, Heinz?" I ask, 
hoping for the right answer. 

"For a good climb you have to take some 
chance, no ?" 

"Yeah," I say. "No," I think. 
Probing carefully with ice axe, Heinz leads 

us to the lower lip. It curls in slightly, as if the 
schrund is grimacing. A thin tongue of snow 
leans toward the other side without quite bridg-
ing the gap. It is obviously the only way to cross 
if the crossing is to be made. Heinz inches onto 
the partial bridge, swings his axe and cuts a 
foothold and a handhold. He glances to see if I'm 
in good position with the rope and steps nimbly 
up and across. 

He begins to cut steps in the slope above. 
Silently I repeat his instructions to jump into the 
bergschrund if he should slip and come shooting 
out over my head. But it is not necessary. He 
calls that he is in position for me to come up. 
I haul myself up using the pick of the axe. One 
last flailing kick as I struggle over and the snow 



tongue is sent rustling into the crevasse. 
The snow is steep. Heinz later estimates it at 

55 degrees. It holds steps well as we move up the 
left-hand side of the avalanche trough. Four rope 
lengths brings us to the bottom of the ice bulge 
where Heinz knocks in a piton anchor. 

Heinz cuts quickly, three-four blows to the 
step, and angles up and left to get us out of the 
direct avalanche path. I move up in Heinz' steps. 
I belay him from another piton and he angles 
left again and then up, cutting rhythmically. The 
ice is close to my face as I belay and it forms a 
near horizon that disturbingly approaches the 
vertical. I get a good view of the bottom of 
Heinz' boots. He places two pitons on this lead 
for protection. It is the steepest part of the climb 
but the ice holds pitons well. The third rope 
length brings us to gentler ground. Snow over ice 
but pretty soon snow over nothing. An area of 
concealed crevasses. 

The next several leads require careful probing. 
Everywhere the axe handle seems to jump 
through the surface seeking unseen spaces below. 
I belay as Heinz inches up. The sky is still clear 
and the panorama of peaks spreading out is 
spectacular. I look up the face and survey its 
emptiness. Emptiness? Emptiness! Heinz is 
gone! 

The rope has disappeared into the snow ahead 
and I feel a terrible chill creeping up my back. 
Then suddenly there is the snow-dusted figure of 
Heinz erupting into view. A few gasping seconds 
and he has hauled himself up on his feet. He had 
fallen into a narrow crevasse, becoming wedged 
in a few feet below the surface so that no pull 
has come on the rope. He shivers with cold. A 
few seconds in the ice has been enough to 
cause it. 

The next several rope lengths are excruciating-
ly slow. I carefully follow the path Heinz seeks 
out. It is a ridiculous situation. An angle of 45 to 
50 degrees and we have to be concerned not only 
with falling off the mountain but also with falling  

into it. Soon the quality of snow improves and the 
angle eases. For two exhilarating rope lengths 
we can move together. Then it gets soft. We pass 
a second bergschrund. It is small, clogged with 
snow, most of it avalanche debris. This is the 
halfway point, we remind ourselves. 

The slope steepens once more and from then 
on it rises at a consistent angle. There is nothing 
above to mar its whiteness between the constrict-
ing rocks on either side. The cornice curls grace-
fully far overhead. We know it is about halfway 
between us and the top. A cornice in the middle 
of a face. Truly, each mountain has its own 
personality. 

The snow remains soft. Each step has to be 
made carefully. The snow must be pressed hard 
enough under foot to sustain the weight but not 
so hard as to cause the boot to break through and 
slide down to the previous step. Heinz uses one 
of our two snow pickets in one hand and his axe 
in the other as he moves up. There is no real 
belaying here. The axe goes in all the way to the 
head and offers no resistance to a pull. The rope 
moves out slowly. I climb up to Heinz and he sets 
out again. A slow-motion rhythm sets in, a repeti-
tion of movement as one rope length succeeds 
another. One moves; the other waits. Eyes scan 
the weather because escape routes, other than up, 
are questionable now. A few clouds but, gratify-
ingly, mostly blue sky. 

The rocks, we can see, offer little haven. Out-
wardly sloping, they have no welcome ledges. But 
we keep on. Heinz is intent on his direttissima. 
There will be no variation from the straight line 
now. Four, five rope lengths. Each step meticu-
lously placed. Each move guarded against that 
slip. 

The sun hits the snow at an oblique ankle. 
Water crystals catch the rays and the whole 
slope is atwinkle.Now and then there is a rustling 
and wisps of surface snow slither past in a gos-
samer film en route to a rendezvous with the 
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their annual february climbing sale 

Our Newest Klettershuh 
MOBUS —Rock climbing boot made 
of olive green suede leather, 
equipped with double riveted eye-
lets. The 4%2" high upper is fully 
leather lined and foam rubber pad-
ded. Stitched through sole con-
struction, reinforced by steel 
shank, INNSBRUCK climbing sole. 
Half sizes 6 to 13, narrow and 
medium. 

one of many climbing items featured during sale 

Write for free catalog 

P.O. Box 121, Riverside, California 
or drop in at 

3579 University Ave. (8th St.), Riverside, Calif. 
Open: Mon.- Fri. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 

Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Closed Sundays 

BACKPACKING 

Swedish Optimus stoves are famous 
for their rugged reliability. The model 
No. 8R shown is of excellent design 
and very stable in use. Burning napha 
(or lead) gas it will boil 1 pint of 
water in 5 minutes. Burns for 11/4  
hours. Size 5"x 5" x 3". Weight 11/2  
lbs. Other models also available. 

SEND FOR NEW 1967 CATALOG 

930 Ford St. 
BLACKS Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13699 

glacier. Ultimately they will find their way 
through the mountains to the lowlands as part 
of the Vermillion River. 

More and more snow slides past and soon the 
whole slope seems to be in motion. Looking out 
across it, you seem to be soaring upward, past 
the fields of ice crystals, into the cloud-spattered 
sky. The rustling stops. The mountain is quiet 
again. 

When Heinz is climbing you have time to look 
about. The ascent route falls away to the upper 
icefall almost directly below your feet. But — 
strange feeling — you feel secure. There is not 
the lurking panic urging you to wish yourself off 
a difficult place. You feel exhilarated. At this 
moment the gift of life seems infinitely precious 
and you almost quake at the thought it might 
have passed you by. There is no other place than 
this you would rather be. 

You pull up the axe and climb. At last the 
slope declines. The skyline comes closer. Knowl-
edge of safety brings relief in a rush the pull of 
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lowland life, it seems, will not be denieu after all. 
But can it be possible? There is also a reluctance 
to leave the face. Perhaps it results from the 
uncrystallized thought that what has passed will 
be unique in life, never to be repeated, a special 
moment, soon to be immersed in the long tedium 
of humdrum days. But it has happened and 
later you can savor its afterglow. Heinz will know 
about it and other climbers know that elusive 
significance which, strive as you may, you cannot 
find the words to express. Mostly you will carry 
it inside you, unable to share, but it will be a 
sustaining force that wraps itself like a warm 
blanket around your heart. 

There, Heinz is on top, taking in the rope as I 
approach. The ridge is airy, a platform of sun 
and rock in a world of sky. I notice Heinz' legs, 
like mine, are shaking, finding adjustment to 
the sudden wealth of horizontality difficult after 
long hours on the face. 

This is his climb and for the moment, his 
mountain. More than just figuratively I went 
along merely for the ride. 

He coils the rope as I come up the last bit. 
Wrinkles appear around the corners of his eyes. 
He flashes one of his big smiles and extends 
his hand. 
"Happy birthday, Nick." 



Mammoth Cave 
A group of cave explorers, scientists, and re-

searchers have announced a formal protest 
against operation of a Job Corps Center in Mam-
moth Cave National Park. The protest was made 
in the form of a resolution by the National 
Speleological Society, an organization for cave 
research, exploration, and conservation. The So-
ciety believes the establishment of the center in 
the Park is a violation of the National Parks Act 
of 1916, which directs the Park Service to con-
serve scenic features and natural areas in the 
Parks. 

Job Corps buildings in the Park are concen-
trated above the world's longest cave system, 
and the society says activity there is disturbing 
the cave environment. One problem is overflow 
sewage, which is entering the cave and polluting 
the underground streams. Another is an extensive 
water collection system which has changed the 
normal flow of groundwater in the caves. 

The center includes a complex of storage build-
ings, housing for about 200 boys and 50 staff 
members, water supply systems and sewage basin. 
There are forest clearings, stone foundations, 
streets, curbs, and stone walls. Established a year 
ago, the center teaches the operation of heavy 
construction and earth-moving equipment in the 
Park, and has bulldozed a number of roads 
through the wilderness. Although the center is 
not located near any tourist routes in Mammoth 
Cave, the Society said it is directly on top of 
some of the most extensive cave passages in 
the Park. 

"The natural state of a cave, which the Park 
Service correctly calls 'underground wilderness,' 
is completely dependent on the surface conditions, 
especially regarding water flow. We feel that this 
operation of a major work facility above the cave  

passages is detrimental to the underground sys-
tem. It clearly is not protecting the wilderness 
either above or below ground," Dr. Thomas C. 
Barr, Jr., President of the society and a biologist 
at the University of Kentucky, said. 

Barr said estimates from reliable sources indi-
cate the government is currently spending more 
than a million dollars a year to operate the center 
over a cave area that has been the focal point of 
long-term research efforts. Scientists are cur-
rently investigating the history, geology, and 
cave life of the cave systems under a continuing 
program in cooperation with the Park Service. 

The society maintains the center could be 
better located in an area managed for multiple 
use, without disrupting one of the country's 
National Parks. 

MOUNTAINEERS 

with 

Rescue Training 

Expedition Experience 

Teaching Ability 

An Interest in Youth 

. . .Summer jobs and career 

opportunities available 

Colorado 

OUTWARD BOUND School 

1321 Bannock Street 
Denver, Colorado 80204 

Northwest 

OUTWARD BOUND School 
260 East 11th Avenue 

Eugene, Oregon 97401 
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The Diamond: B Broadway, 0 Obelisk, W Window, R Ramp, TL Table Ledge, BD Black Dagger, YW Yellow Wall, 

Routes: black lines: 1 Ace of Diamonds, 2 Yellow Wall, 3 Jack of Diamonds, 4 Grand Traverse, 5 Diamond Seven, 

6 Curving Vine, H Hypothenuse. National Park Service Photo 

"The Summer of the Diamond" from page 14 

Goss led to the two-foot ledge just below Table 

Ledge where Kamps and Rearick had bivouaced 

six years earlier; Goss and Culp occupied this 

belvedere bedroom for the night of July 31. 

Monday, August 1, brought rain. It was cold 

on the east face—the sun was ineffectual behind 

clouds that began dumping sleet on the climbers 

by mid-morning. But the climbers were above 

Table Ledge now: the overhanging wall was 

below them, and the rock was better. They were 

still in the central chimney when the most severe 

storm of the summer hit them early in the 

afternoon. They sat it out. Then, drenched and 

cold from the storm and inactivity, they moved 

upward again, climbing through a waterfall. 
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Finally, late in the afternoon they topped out 

above the Diamond, collected their gear, and 

started down the Cable Route as lightning from 

another storm was hitting all around them. 

It was dark before they reached the ranger 

station and their car. They were tired, cold, wet 

—but they had climbed the Diamond, the sixth 

successful assault in seven years. They were the 

eighth and ninth individuals to achieve this 

success. 

Culp and Goss had opened the door. Martz and 

Covington renewed their application* for August 

5-7; two parties, primarily from the Colorado 

*Rocky Mountain National Park policy requires a special applica-

tion for permission to climb on the Diamond of Longs Peak. 



Outward Bound School, applied to climb the 

Diamond August 8-10: Glen Denny of Livings- 

ton, California, and Bill Forrest of Tempe, Ari- 

zona, planned to do the Yellow Wall Route that 

only Kor and Roskosz had done; Dick McCraken 

of Aspen, Colorado, and Steve Miller of Forest 

Hills, New York, planned to do the Kamps-Rear-
ick route. 

All three parties failed. The Denny-Forrest 

Party went the highest, bivouacing about half-

way between Broadway and Table Ledge, but 

loss of their bivouac gear in the morning forced 

a retreat by rappel—they had been faced with 

the possibility of spending another night on the 

Diamond without adequate equipment. 

Goss made a new application, this time adding 

two other Boulder climbers: George Hurley and 

Larry Dalke. It would be the first three-man 

attempt, and a new route left of the Yellow Wall 

Route. 
The weather for the start of the climb was 

deteriorating with an even worse report for the 

weekend: 80% chance of measurable precipita-

tion. Hurley and support party members Jona-

than Hough and Joe O'Laughlin started up at 

dawn Saturday (Aug. 20) ; Dalke and Goss, 

accompanied by Bob Culp, started up an hour 

later. The Diamond party was not heard from 

again until early that evening when Culp came 

down, disgusted with the weather: it had been 

cold, wet, and windy—miserable for climbing, 

but Dalke, Goss, and Hurley had gone up to 

Broadway. 
On Broadway Goss was readying a bivouac 

while Dalke and Hurley put up three leads, using 

direct aid. The weather was bad, with snow 
flurries and heavy clouds. Leaving fixed ropes, 

Paul W. Nesbit Photo 

Climber on the Yellow Wall route of the Diamond. 

the climbers descended to Broadway for a hot 

meal and a "good night's sleep." 

Sunday's weather made liars out of the 

weather prophets; it was a perfect day for climb-

ing. Alternating leads, jumaring up and hauling, 

the trio made good time following one continuous 

crack system from Broadway to Table Ledge, 

which they reached just before dark at a point 

too narrow for a bivouac. Traversing along the 

ledge about 40 feet to the left, they found a 
suitable site for their light-weight bivouac tent. 

On Monday, climbing free 150 feet straight up 

from the bivouac spot, the trio topped out above 
the Diamond to join Keiner's Route to the sum- 
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mit, which they reached at 9 a.m. It was the 
fifth new route on the Diamond (rated A2 and 
5.7 by the climbers) and the first 3-man party 
ever to ascend the sheer east wall. 

The new route was named Diamond Seven for 
two reasons: the climb was the seventh success-
ful climb of the Diamond in history, and it was 
also the seventh attempt on that particular route. 
The total climbing time was 16 hours; the trio 
spent 47 hours between the base of the North 
Chimney and the summit. The climb, done in ten 
leads, could probably be condensed to nine by 
stretching some leads. 

Diamond Seven lies on the left-hand portion of 
the Yellow Wall, well to the left of the Kor-
Roskosz route; just below Table Ledge it para-
llels the Black Dagger, lying 30-40 feet left of 
that prominent chimney. It goes from Table 
Ledge to Keiner's just left of the most southerly 
overhang. 

Less than a week later Peter Robinson and 
Mike Covington put up another new route, still  

farther to the left, on the Yellow Wall. 
Before the Goss-Dalke-Hurley Party was off 

the peak, members of the Covington-Robinson 
support began carrying up equipment and fixing 
ropes in the North Chimney, the steep rotten 
gash in the lower face that leads to Broadway, 
the roughly horizontal undulating ledge from 
which the Diamond climb actually begins. Thurs-
day (Aug. 25) Covington and Robinson, blessed 
by good weather, started up, and after reaching 
Broadway, put up a 140-foot lead before rappell-
ing down to bivouac on Broadway. 

Moving upward with first light, the climbers 
jumared to the cave-like hole they had reached 
the night before. Robinson led a 140-foot pitch 
of difficult aid; then Covington worked up a 130-
foot lead to a 2 X 15-foot ledge. It was noon—
climbing was slow. It took Robinson nearly three 
hours to lead the next pitch, a 75-foot section 
that Covington considers the crux of the climb: 
"It goes all over the place. Many slings were 
used on nubbins and flakes." 

From the foot of a small dihedral, Robinson, 
belaying in slings, protected Covington up an-
other 140-feet of near-6.0 nailing which took 
ages because Covington had to clean his own 
lead looking for the right pitons. It was nearly 



dark when Robinson started the sixth lead, look-
ing for a bivouac site. 

He found a small horizontal ledge angling 
right on which they bivouacked in hammocks, 
using a bolt to fasten one end of one hammock. 

They named the route early the next morning 
when, Covington says, "We noticed a small curv-
ing flower slightly above and to the right of us 
on the fantastically exposed wall, thus we called 
it the Curving Vine." 

From the bivouac site, Robinson dropped to 
a belay position as Covington dropped even lower 
to pendulum 30 feet to the left, then tension 
traversed another ten feet to a crack leading to 
the prominent ledge at the top of the Obelisk, 
which Covington reached at mid-morning. 

Robinson joined him and led the pitch to Table 
Ledge (150 feet), first with aid, then free. From 
Table Ledge Covington led up fourth-class rock 
into a 5.0 gully leading to Keiner's Route and 
the summit which they reached at 3 p.m. 

The climbers rated the Curving Vine Route V, 
5.6, A3 (6.6) . This was the eighth successful 
ascent of the Diamond, the third of 1966; it was 
the sixth new route on the Diamond, the second 
new route of '66. Covington and Robinson ex-
tended the list of Diamond climbers to 13, six 
during the summer of 1966. 

And that was the end of the Diamond climbing 
for the '66 season as far as the park was con-
cerned. Park officials do not consider the Hy-
pothenuse as part of the Diamond and conse-
quently require no special permission to climb 
that portion of the east face. 

It had been a record-breaking season: more 
climbers to the summit, more climbers on the 
east face, more climbers on the Diamond than 
ever before. There were more successful ascents 
of the Diamond (3) than in any previous year, 
more individuals up the Diamond routes (6), and 
more new routes (2) than in any previous season. 
Truly it was the Summer of the Diamond. 

We have commissioned one of America's 

most famous makers of dow‘n equipment 

to manufacture a new line of sleeping 

bags especially fo-r us... 

SPECIFICATIONS: Reg. CV210, 2 lb. 

10 oz. Down. Extra long CV300, 3-lb. 

Down. Ultra light weight rip stop cover 

in a beautiful blue color. Overlapping 

"V" tube construction. 

CV 210„ $81.00 CV 300, $89.95 

Send for our free catalog. 

We are highly specialized in mountaineering 

equipment and offer fast mail order service. 

SPORT CHALET 
951 Foothill Blvd. Box 626 

La Canada, California 91011 
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KITS save YOU money! 

Quality and Design of finished 

items costing 40% more. 

Sleeping Bags 
Down Jackets 
Down Sweaters 
—and more— 

Pre-cut, Pre-marked Parts 
Step-by-Step Illustrated Instructions 

for free brochure, write: 

FROSTLINE, Dept. 12, Box 1378, Boulder, Colo. 80302 

Camera Shoulder Strap By Albert B Fisk 

Having tried many types and styles of camera 
straps from the ones that come with the camera 
to the belt clip type, I believe that the following 
strap has several advantages over the others, 
particularly for hiking and other outdoor photo-
graphers. The harness is made of two S-42 Blue/ 
Black cotton straps (Swiss) and a set of ski 
safety straps (nylon cord with snap hooks). The 
total cost for materials is $1.20 plus postage and 
is available from Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98122. 

To assemble, the end of each of the two straps 

New, 1966 edition of 

"LONGS PEAK- 
Its Story 

and a Climbing Guide" 
is chock-full, tight like a chock-

stone, with Longs Peak informa-

tion. 

$1.50, plus 15ct mailing. 

Paul Nesbit 

711 Columbia Road 

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904 
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connects with the buckle of the other strap. The 
straps cross in back of the wearer (not shown in 
picture). A large loop is made in the nylon cord 
of the ski safety straps and they are put on the 
harness so that they are free to slide up as the 
camera is raised for use. 

Some of the advantages of this carrying strap 
include comfort as there is no weight on the back 
of the neck, because of the straps crossing in 
back. There is virtually no camera sway or 
bounce. Taking pictures in low light situations 
is steadier when the straps are shortened and 
the camera is pulled away from the body for 
additional support. Two cameras can be carried, 
one under the other successfully and cameras 
can be detached without removing the strap 
should it be worn under a jacket. 
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BASIC MOUNTAINEERING 
126 pages of instructions in safe 
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NEW BISHOP TENTS 
Pick your price — Pick your features 

Each tent is 5' x 7', can sleep three. 

BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent 
$49.50. Aluminum A frame 
with canted ends for extra 
room. Waterproof cotton 
poplin' catenary cut to 
eliminate wrinkles and 
sagging. Wt. 9 lbs. 4 ozs. 
Tent. 
BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent 
9399.50. Same basic design 
as Camp-Rite, except made 
from lightweight rip-stop 
nylon. Price includes to-
tally waterproof fitted fly. 
Wt. 7 lbs. 8 ozs. Tent/fly. 
BISHOP Ultimate Tent 
$179. Features exo-skele- 
tal Blanchard-designed 
frame. Nearly vertical 
walls. Many sophisticated 
features. Same basic tent 
used on American Everest 
Expedition. Price includes 
waterproof fitted fly. Wt. 9 
lbs. 3 ozs. Tent/fly. 
Available without fly for 
$119.50. 

Write for free brochure and complete 
specifications. Mention which tent 
you're interested in. 

BISHOP'S 
ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 11, 6804 Millwood Road 
Bethesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 301-652-0156 
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with 
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FREE Booklet 
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Boulder, 
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I_Jetters 

Dear Editor: 
This is to inform your readers of our 

up-coming attempt to make the first 
winter ascent of Mt. McKinley. Our 
group of eight expedition veterans in-
cludes members from New Zealand, 
Japan, France, Switzerland, and the 
United States. 

Plans are to be on the mountain by 
January 25 with food for 55 days. The 
familiar West Buttress will be attempt-
ed, for its meteorological advantages 
and its lack of technical climbing 
problems. We expect to work in an ex-
treme combination of weather, dark-
ness and altitude unique to exploration. 
Much of our clothing and equipment 
has been designed specifically for the 
attempt. Special equipment includes 
headlamps for climbing in the dark; 
daylight will be quite limited. We plan 
to have enough food and fuel to wait 
out storms and will use igloos and 
snowcaves whenever possible. 

We feel the time is right for the first 
winter ascent of a major northern peak. 
Given reasonable weather the chances 
for success are good. 

Gregg Blomberg 
Denver, Colorado  

Dear Editor: 
I feel compelled to reply to Rich 

Ream's statement in his article in the 
November issue, that "September 
weather is generally excellent in the 
Wind River Range in Wyoming." I was 
in the Gannett Peak area during the 
middle of September last year. We had 
showers every day, a fierce squall one 
night, and got out the day before that 
huge snowstorm hit Wyoming. More im-
portant, the Tetons have a storm of 
several days duration each year at the 
autumnal equinox, and I would assume 
that storm would sock in the Wind 
Rivers. But it is mangificient country. 

John M..Karon 
Stanford, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 
Do you or any of your readers have 

any information about the climbing of 
Mount Olympus? We are planning to be 
in Greece in July, 1967 and would ap-
preciate first hand tips, helps, and 
suggestions. 

Helen & Chas. Schull 
745 LaPara 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 



ALTERNATE 
FREEZE-AND-THAW 
HAS BEEN KNOWN 

TO CRACK 
ROCKS!' 

Don't let cold nights crack 
you up. Get a Trailwise 
Slimline Bag from The Ski 

Write for our 52-THE SKI HUT page color catalog 
of sleeping bags, 

1615 UNIVERSITY AVE packs, and down 
BERKELEY 3, CALIF clothing. 

Snow Country! Enjoy it! 

Tread Lightly! 

Only 3 lbs., with bindings—one 
year replacement guarantee. 

$15.00, postpaid 

Available at KELTY Pack, Inc., 
1807 Victory Blvd., Glendale, Calif. 

and 

Box 7 
Boulder, Colo. 80302 

DOLT pitons are 
coming! Keep in-
formed—get your 

name on the DOLT mailing list. See 
full page ad on inside back cover. 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, 
mountaineering, deserts, history of 
California and the West—plus many 
other specialties. New, used, and rare. 
Single fine items and libraries bought. 

550 S. Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles, California 90017 

SCREE. 
Yukon Centennial Expedition 

This summer the Yukon Alpine Cen- 
tennial Expedition will take place in 
Canada's highest and most spectacu- 
lar mountain area Icefield Ranges 
of the St. Elias Mountains. More than 
$125,000 has been budgeted by the 
Alpine Club of Canada, Canadian Cen-
tennial Commission and Yukon Terri-
torial Government to launch climbers 
into Yukon's Icefield Ranges. 

Twelve unclimbed peaks—one named 
for each Province and Territory and 
one to be named Centennial Peak 
—will be attempted by Canadian 
climbers. International Peak, on the 
Alaska-Yukon boundary, will be 
climbed by a team of four Canadian 
and four American climbers. In addi-
tion, there will be two two-week base 
camps in the Icefield Ranges. 

All participants will be flown into 
the various base camp areas from the 
Kluane Lake airstrip. A charge of 
$250 will be made for each member of 
the International and Centennial Teams 
and $200 for Base Camps. Organization 
and management of the Expedition will 
be handled by the Alpine Club of 
Canada. Other details will be handled 
by the Arctic Institute of North Amer-
ica which for a number of years has 
carried out a large number of scientific 
investigations in the Icefield Ranges. 
Applications for the expedition 

should be submitted to Eric C. Brooks, 
910 Keith Road, West Vancouver, B.C. 
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Technique Film Available 
A technique film dealing with the 

proper use of the ice axe in self arrest 

has just been completed by The 

Mountaineers. Titled, "This is Self 

Arrest," the 16 mm color movie was 

filmed on Mount Rainier. It features 

many slow motion and close up scenes, 

with the narration pointing out the 

individual actions required to effect 

a successful arrest from various posi-

tions. The film also shows many of the 

mistakes commonly made by climbers 

with limited snow climbing experience. 

A limited number of reservations for 

showings of the film will be accepted 

from climbing groups who wish to use 

it in their training programs. Interested 

groups should contact the Mountain-

eers, Box 122, Seattle, Washington 

98111, for additional information, spec-

ifying their desired and alternate 

showing dates. 

Climbing in Central Japan Alps 

Japan's scenically spectacular Alps 

will be the site of a Colorado Mountain 

Club outing in July-August of 1967. 

The seven-week tour will take off from 

San Francisco July 9 with a climb of 

Mt. Fuji first on the list of activities. 

From Fuji the group will go to the 

Central Japan Alps. 

Dr. William Takahashi, a Boulder 

pediatrician who speaks Japanese, will 

lead the group. The tour will be oper-

ated on an economy basis, staying in 

Japanese inns, hostels, and mountain 

lodges where possible rather than in 

luxury resorts. 

Although they support no glaciation, 

Japan's mountain ranges cover about 

76 per cent of the islands from north-

ern Hokkaido down to exotic Kyshu 

with its folk arts, exotic atmosphere 

and semi-tropical vegetation. Most of 

the notable peaks have well-marked 

trails to the summits. 

Inquiries should be addressed to Dr. 

William Takahashi, 1136 Alpine Ave., 

Boulder, Colorado. 



0-hat's What Happiness Is 
By Marilyn West 

Happiness is climbing on verglas, in a storm, and have the clouds 

part when you reach the summit; 

wishing for a foothold, and finding one; 

falling and being caught; 

reaching the summit of the mountain you set out for; 

turning left and discovering that was the right decision; 

being hit by a rock when you're wearing a hard hat; 

caressing the roughness and smoothness of a wall when your 

vision is blocked. 

Happiness is also removing a piton with a slight tap after you've 

used it; 

removing a rock that has been in your boot for 21/ 2  hours; 

and a long, curvy, rumba glissade without rocks; 

a beautiful, vertical, 60-foot rappel on 720 feet of goklline. 

Happiness is quizzing your Leader if he's been up the east 

chute and he says yes and later eats his words; 

and having a friend who also knows the meaning of 

Happiness. 

CUSTOM CLIMBING BOOTS One piece upper, all leather lined, 
double stitched soles and Vibram 
soles screwed and cemented on. 
Guaranteed satisfactory fit. Write 
for measuring instructions. Made 
to order, $40.50 plus postage. 
Ensolite lined winter boots, $44.50 
to order. 

We also have down sleeping bags, 
down jackets, and other climbing 
gear. Information mailed on re-
quest. 

PETER LIMMER & SONS 
Intervale 4 New Hampshire 

CLASSIFIED 
Ten cents per word. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

HIMALAYAN HIKING TRIP (Nepal) 
late October, 1967. A six-weeks expe-
ditionary hiking trip into the Himalayas 
is being planned for the Fall of 1967. 
One month will be spent in Sherpa 
country, hiking around the Dhaulagiri 
and Annapurna ranges with optional 
trip to Mt. Everest climbing base camp 
at Khumbu Glacier. One week before 
and after visiting Japan, Hong Kong, 
etc. Opportunity for climbs up to 13,000 
feet. 

Limited to 30 participants, the trip 
will be available to all in excellent 
physical condition. The inclusi ve cost 
per person (bring only your sleeping 
bag) will be about $2,000 to San Fran-
cisco. Arrangements in Nepal with Col. 
Jimmy Roberts. 

For information contact Leo Le Bon, 
Leader, %Thos Cook & Son, 405-22nd 
St., Oakland, Calif. 893-3846. 

Opening for assistant leader. All sug-
gestions welcome. 

COLORFUL PROGRAM? If your club 
would like an evening program (speak-
er and slides) on climbing, training, 

-and mountaineering problems, write: 
MOUNTAINEERING GUIDE SERVICE, 
Box 658, Big Pine, Calif. 93513 for in-
formation. Little or no charge for pro-
grams in California. 

3-MAN DRAW-TITE TENT: 'Alpine' 
model by Eureka Tent Co. Light green 
61/2  oz. combed poplin. Integral vinyl 
coated floor. Zippered storm door and 
nylon insect screen. 7'x0"x8'-10"x5'-
4" front height; folded 28"x8". 22 lbs. 
complete with aluminum suspension 
rods. Used twice. Perfect condition. 
$78. 

GERRY ALPINE SLEEPER, large, 

was $98, now $75. Eddie Bauer Down 
Booties, $8. Two Woolrich wool shirts, 
size 16, $12. Co-op English Tweed 
climbing pants 30L-30W, $12. All near 
new. W. Robert Smith, Jr., 170 S. Park-

view Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43209. 
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"you'll be seeing a lot of this trademark" 

The DOLT trade mark is presented here again 

to let you know that DOLT is making good things 
for climbers. It is a symbol for DOLT pride, hope, 

and identification. Four hammer holsters carry 
the mark. Hammer holsters of such advanced 
design and construction that leather holsters are 

instantly obsolete. Just what is a rock climber's 
hammer holster? Well,, now, that's a complicated 

subject and everybody gives you a different 
story. The DOLT holsters have been custom 
tailored to your needs. Your problem has been 
studied quite thoroughly. It was solved, not over-
night, but with lots of effort. The answer is in 
your favorite mountain equipment store now. 
Look for it. There's 10,000-pound-test nylon, 
brass, and plated steel rivets in a DOLT holster. 
Materials which were selected above all others 
to create a holster which would withstand the 
beating you'll be giving it. Each holster has its 
own guarantee tag. The guarantee is your assur-
ance that DOLT stands behind his products. 
DOLT holsters are guaranteed for life. The DOLT 
holster is unique. There is nothing like it. A 

patent is pending on it. It is featherweight. It 
holds your hammer properly. It releases your 

hammer ungrudgingly and accepts it again easily. 
In other words; man, don't fight a miserable 
leather holster. Buy a DOLT holster. If your 

dealer doesn't have it, tell him about it. Tell him 
to get on the ball. After all, you, the customer 
want the best. You need the best. You need a 
really good holster. It contributes to climbing 
safety in its own way. That's part of the DOLT 
plan. The hammer must move if something 
catches the handle. That way you'll maintain 
goad balance and smooth movement. You proba-
bly climb carrying a rucksack, pitons, spare rope, 
and what not. Therefore, your center of gravity is 
rather high above your feet. You could easily do  

a cartwheel with all that weight up so •high. 
Really easily if the hammer were strapped down 
in the holster and you slipped while climbing 
down. The hammer handle could butt rock and 

stop. Over you go. You, a projectile would be. 
Your DOLT holster would survive, but would 
you? Therefore, the DOLT holster has no tie-

down strap. DOLT appreciates climbers who have 
equipped themselves with a really super 
DOLSTER. Kind comments have come this way. 
Thank you. Also, there is at least one climber 
who finds two holsters quite useful when doing 
tight chimney work. He always has a free holster. 
Another grateful tiger related how he has gone 
through three leather holsters in one climbing 
season. (Perhaps he got hungry in bivouacs.) 
Remember, the DOLSTER fits on your belt on a 
hip or just behind it. Also, swami belts accept 
the DOLSTER quite nicely. The fastest draw 
holster is a DOLSTER. There is a long holster 
and a short holster because people are long and 
short. Both types come either flexible or firm to 
suit your taste. Your wish is in your nearest 
store. Go. You won't need a bag for the 

DOLSTER even if it's raining or snowing. It is 
permanently waterproof. The four DOLSTERS 
are: 
Model B 11/2  oz. Ebony short firm 
Model W 1 oz. Brown short flexible 
Model F 13/4  oz. Blue long firm 
Model K 11/4  oz. Red long flexible 

Holsters made in the U.S.A. by 
THE DOLT 

Box 2726 Santa Monica, California 90405 
telephone 213-399-1050 

KEEP UP ON THE LATEST 
GET ON THE DOLT MAILING LIST 

BUY DOLT 
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